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Nuclear stress tests: Energy Committee debates peer review report by ENSREG

Energy Committee held today a debate on the stress tests peer review report prepared by
the European Nuclear Safety Regulators Group (ENSREG). The need to have a full picture
of which reactors are safe and which are not, was raised by many MEPs.

Philippe Jamet, Chairman of the peer review board in ENSREG, explained that three main
criteria were tested: natural hazards, loss of safety systems and severe accidents management.
The two-step process (topical review of national reports and country review by peers) led to one
main report with recommendations at EU level and 17 country reports. The results showed that
"significant steps have been taken in all countries", said Mr Jamet, but there are still "varying
degrees of practical implementation across the EU".

ENSREG report showed that additional measures need to be taken, including additional mobile
equipment, hardened fixed equipment, increased severe accidents management with appropriate
staff training, emergency response centres and rapidly available rescue teams. The main
recommendations of this report include the assessment of national hazard margins at EU level,
periodic safety reviews (at least every 10 years), containment integrity and prevention of accidents
whilst limiting all possible consequences.

"The basic idea of this exercise was to synchronise nuclear safety at EU level", said Romana
Jordan (EPP, SL), highlighting the need to build confidence by informing the public on the results
of stress tests and by guaranteeing the credibility of national regulatory authorities. 

Zigmantas Balčytis (S&D, LT) said that there are "still questions pending" suggesting there
should be a full evaluation of all reactors along with specific conclusions on which reactors need
to be closed because of safety reasons.

Fiona Hall (ALDE, UK) raised the issue of isolation in cases where a plant is cut-off, asking
whether "passive safety systems" should also be created when it is impossible to bring help from
outside.

Michèle Rivasi (Greens/EFA, FR) voiced concerns over the "lack of detail" saying that "we
haven't seen which plants in the EU are riskier and which are safer".

Next steps

The peer review report will be sent to the June European Council for information. It is expected
that based on this report the Commission will present a Communication regarding the nuclear
safety framework by the end of this year (most likely in October/November)
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In the Chair: Patrizia Toia (S&D, IT)

LINKS

You can watch the recording of the debate via the Video on Demand service (VOD)
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/committees/search?end-date=&start-
date=&legislature=&organ-code=&pageIndex=

Website of the Industry, Research and Energy Committee
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ENSREG stress tests reports
http://www.ensreg.eu/EU-Stress-Tests
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